J.P. Morgan Recruits on Campus this Fall . . .

(continued from last year)

J.P. Morgan seeks undergraduates with potential to become part of the Morgan team that provides sophisticated financial services to corporations, governments, financial institutions, institutional investors, nonprofit institutions, and wealthy individuals throughout the world. If you're interested, watch for recruiters from J.P. Morgan who will soon conduct information sessions on campus. Meanwhile, read on.

An overview of J.P. Morgan

J.P. Morgan's business is complex, and the role we fill often crosses organizational and geographic boundaries, but broadly speaking the financial services we provide include the following:

- Strategic advice: We are a leading financial advisor, counseling our clients on the financial implications of corporate strategy and structure and executing transactions such as mergers, acquisitions, and divestitures. Morgan is especially strong on cross-border transactions, taking advantage of our global presence and international depth.
- Financing and capital raising: We are experts on raising capital for clients using all major financial instruments including equity and debt underwriting, loan syndications, and private placements, in all major markets in the United States, Europe, and the Asia/Pacific region.
- Trading and risk management: Our business often requires transactions in the capital markets, where stocks, bonds, and other instruments are launched and traded. Morgan is a major participant in world markets, as a market maker (matching buyers and sellers) and as a position taker (managing short- or long-term risk positions).
- Securities processing and information services: We deliver a wide range of operational services to our clients, handling a variety of needs from helping them track securities portfolios to managing cash on a global basis.
- Asset management and private banking: Morgan provides large investors - such as pension funds, insurance companies, and wealthy individuals - with sophisticated, global investment management.
- Research: Morgan's business activities are supported by a strong research capability. In some cases, dedicated research units support specific business areas, such as our Financial Advisory Department, a group of company/industry specialists within our Corporate Finance group. In addition, the firm's Global Research group provides a full range of macroeconomic analysis and securities and other financial instruments research.

Do career opportunities still exist on Wall Street?

They do at J.P. Morgan, a world leader in global finance.

We offer exceptional career opportunities for the highly motivated graduate in auditing and financial management, corporate finance, global technology and operations, internal consulting, sales, trading and research.

You don't need an educational background in finance to succeed at J.P. Morgan. Successful candidates will receive extensive on-the-job training. This training includes specialized programs that help develop requisite business knowledge and technical skills, and introduce the ethics, culture and team orientation that distinguish our firm.

Attend our upcoming information session. Watch for the time and location on campus. J.P. Morgan & Co. Incorporated, 60 Wall Street, New York, NY 10260-0060.
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